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Abstract
Current techniques for validating and verifying program changes often consider the entire pro-
gram, even for small changes, leading to enormous V&V costs over a program’s lifetime. This is due,
in large part, to the use of syntactic program differencing techniques which are necessarily imprecise.
Building on recent advances in symbolic execution of heap manipulating programs, in this paper, we
develop techniques for performing abstract semantic differencing of program behaviors that offer the
potential for improved precision.
1 Introduction
Symbolic analysis techniques have been studied extensively since they allow a potentially infinite equiv-
alence class of system behaviors to be reasoned about as a single unit. For example, symbolic simulation
has been applied to reason about the equivalence between hardware designs. In this setting, researchers
have identified the utility of uninterpreted functions as a means of coarsely abstracting common portions
of hardware circuits in such a way that equivalence checking is preserved [2]. Uninterpreted functions
achieve this by sacrificing the precise encoding of a function’s meaning while preserving functional
congruence, i.e., x= y =⇒ f (x) = f (y).
Symbolic analysis for software has a long and rich history. Symbolic execution [9], which was
developed in the early 1970s, records the program state as symbolic expressions over free variables that
represent program input values, accumulates constraints on those input values that define the conditions
under which a particular program path is executed, and produces expressions that characterize output
values produced along the path. Symbolic execution has seen a recent resurgence of interest for test
input generation [4, 7, 15]. While much of the existing work has focused on symbolic execution of
scalar data, researchers have generalized symbolic execution to treat heap manipulating programs. In
our work, we build on a technique called lazy initialization that materializes just the portion of heap that
is referenced along the symbolically executed path [8].
Recent work has investigated the application of uninterpreted functions as an abstraction mechanism
in the context of symbolic execution. Currie et al. [3] propose the use of uninterpreted functions to
abstract common sequences of assembly instructions to make equivalence checking tractable. Siegel
et al. [13, 14] manually map portions of sequential and parallel implementations onto uninterpreted
functions to permit equivalence checking as a means of avoiding subtle errors in parallelization. In our
recent work [11], we define a framework called differential symbolic execution (DSE) that compares
the results of symbolic executions of two program versions to perform equivalence checking and precise
program differencing. DSE uses uninterpreted functions to calculate abstract summaries of Java program
blocks that have not changed between program versions. While some program changes are intended to
retain program functionality, for example, performance optimizations, in many cases, program changes
are meant to change the program’s meaning, for example, when a bug is fixed. In such cases, one would
like to be able to identify the equivalence class of program behaviors for which the programs differ. It
is only these behaviors that must be subjected to rigorous testing, or in the case of critical systems, to
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verification or manual inspection. Our goal in this paper is to extend the approach in [11] so that it is
applicable to heap manipulating programs.
Generalizing abstract summaries to support dynamically allocated data used in modern program-
ming languages, such as Java, presents numerous challenges. For hardware circuits [2] and assembly
language programs [3] defining uninterpreted functions for portions of a hardware design or program
is straightforward–the input lines or registers that are read define the function’s domain and the output
lines or registers written define the function’s codomain. In more expressive programming languages,
the types of values that are read or written and the location at which those values are referenced may be
much more difficult to determine. While manual inspection and reasoning about the program can make
such determinations [14], methods that are both broadly applicable and automated are needed.
Our work builds on generalized symbolic execution [8] which extends symbolic execution to heap
manipulating programs. The key insight of their approach is that on a given program path only the heap
cells that are accessed can influence the computational effects. This permits the analysis to create and
initialize only the portion of the heap that is referenced along a path–this is called lazy initialization.
When abstracting common program blocks, however, DSE intentionally omits precise tracking of the
heap cells accessed within the block. In this paper, we integrate lazy initialization and abstract sum-
maries to safely approximate the computational effects. The specific contributions of this paper involve
(1) safely abstracting the computational-effects of common blocks using an adaptation of side-effects
analysis on heap data; (2) instantiation of abstract summaries based on the state of the symbolic exe-
cution upon entry to each common block; (3) forcing the lazy re-initialization of reference fields that
may have been written by the abstracted code block; and (4) adapting lazy initialization of heap fields to
account for the situation where a common block may assign heap locations that were not present in the
symbolic state on entry to the block.
In the next section, we illustrate our approach to computing an abstract summary for a heap-manipulating
program by way of example. Section 3 defines the symbolic execution and summarization concepts we
build on. Section 4 explains how our technique differs from previous work and details the components of
the approach that address the challenges presented by heap-manipulating programs. We conclude with a
discussion of the implementation of these techniques in JavaPathfinder [12], our plans for evaluating the
cost-effectiveness of the technique, and future work in Section 5.
2 Overview
Imagine having just completed V&V of a large complex system when a fault is detected or a performance
optimization is identified. Unless great care is taken to isolate system components from one another,
calculating the potential impact of a change (e.g., using data and control dependence analyses) is likely
to identify that the majority of system components may behave differently as a result of the change. This,
in turn, could lead to significant re-V&V activities even if the changes are actually behavior preserving
or only affect a very narrow range of behaviors.
Differential symbolic execution addresses this problem by performing a detailed semantics-based
analysis of the behaviors of two program versions. The results of the analysis are rendered as sets of
logical formula each of which describes a distinct portion of the program’s input space and the corre-
sponding effects of program computation on all inputs in that space. DSE then systematically compares
the logical formulae from one version with the formulae from the other. Equivalent pairs of formulae are
eliminated since they indicate common behavior across program versions. The remaining formulae are
then used to precisely characterize “when”, i.e., for what portion of the program input space, and ”how”,
i.e., the computational effects, the program versions differ.
Our technique is an adaptation of lazy symbolic execution (LSE) [8], where LSE is performed on the
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...
......
this.head ==?
class Node{
  int val;
  Node next;
}
Class Ex{
  Node head;
  public void m(){
    Node cur = head;
    if (cur.next == null) return;
    /* begin common block */
    while (cur.next.next != null) {
      cur = cur.next;
    }
    /* end common block */
    cur.val = cur.next.val;
    cur.next = null; 
    …
  }
}
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(1)
(2)
LSE with generalized 
abstract summary
(3b)
(4b.1)
(5b.1)
LSE
this.head ==null
this.head == N#1
N#1 == ?,?
this.head == N#1
N#1 .next == null
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#1
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#2 == ?,?
cur: N#1
cur: null
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#2 == ?,?
f(α) == ?,?
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#2 == ?,?
cur: N#1 cur: f(α)
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#2 ==?,?
f(α).next == next(f(α))
f(α).val == sym_v
next(f(α)).next == ?
next(f(α)).val == sym_v
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#2 == ?,?
f(α).next == null
f(α).val == sym_v
next(f(α)).next == ?
next(f(α)).val == sym_v
cur: N#1
cur: N#1
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#2.next == N#1
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#1.val == sym_v
N#2.next == ?
N#2.val == sym_v
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == null
N#1.val == sym_v
N#2.next == ?
N#2.val == sym_v
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#1.val == sym_v
N#2.next == null
N#2.val == sym_v
cur: N#2
(cycle)
cur: N#2
(cycle)
cur: N#1
...
...
...
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == null
N#1.val == sym_v
N#2.next == null
N#2.val == sym_v
(4a.1)
(5a.1)
cur: N#1
cur: N#1
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#2.next == null
(3a)
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#2.next == N#1
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#2.next == N#1
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#2.next == N#2
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#2.next == N#3
N#3 == ?,?
this.head == N#1
N#1.next == N#2
N#2.next == N#2
Read Set
{cur,(Node,next)}
Write Set
{cur}
IPB(α)
f(α)
cur: N#1
cur: N#1
cur: N#1
cur: f(α)
cur: f(α)
(4b.2)
(5b.2)
...
N#3.next == null
.. ...
(4a.2)
(5a.2)
cur: N#2
cur: N#2
…
N#2.val == sym_v
N#3.val == sym_v
...
...
N#2.next == null
...
...
cur: N#2
branch (a.1) branch (a.2) branch (b.1) branch (b.2)
Figure 1: Example with LSE and Abstract Summary-based Symbolic Execution (excerpts)
changed sections of code, and abstract summaries are used in place of performing detailed LSE on the
common code blocks. Rather than describe the entire DSE method in detail, here we illustrate, by way
of a small example, how abstract summaries in DSE can be used to exploit common code blocks, and
compare the results of DSE with lazy symbolic execution of the entire method (on both the changed and
common code blocks).
2.1 An Example
The left side of Figure 1 shows the source code for classes Node and Ex. We consider the method Ex.m()
in detail and assume that the while loop is shared with another version of the method; our technique
considers this a common block.
The right side of Figure 1 depicts portions of a symbolic execution tree where a node encodes a
symbolic representation of the program state and edges correspond to execution of a statement in Ex.m().
Figure 1 depicts two trees that share a common top portion. The lower-left side of the tree, beginning
with branch (3a), illustrates the results of continuing LSE through the common code block. The lower-
right side of the tree, beginning with branch (3b), illustrates how our approach abstracts the common
code block and how the abstract summary is used during symbolic execution of the subsequent block of
changed code. The shaded areas of the tree highlight the different treatment of the while loop under LSE
and using our technique.
Lazy Symbolic Execution operates by maintaining an explicit heap that stores just the objects that
have been referenced along a program execution path. Local variables and fields of scalar types are
symbolically executed using traditional methods, but the treatment of heap data is closer to the concrete
program semantics. LSE accounts for different program behaviors by considering multiple possible val-
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ues when initializing reference fields at the point when they are first accessed; the term lazy initialization
refers to the process of waiting to initialize a field until it is first referenced. LSE generates successor
states in which the field has a null value, points to each type-compatible object that is currently in the
heap, and points to a newly allocated object; we refer to this multiplicity of successor states as branching
in the symbolic execution. LSE systematically explores a program component’s behavior in this way
until the method returns or some prescribed resource bound is reached.
In Figure 1, LSE of Ex.m() begins with statements (1) and (2). At (1), the uninitialized field this.head
is read and assigned to the local variable cur. The field reference this.head requires lazy initializion of
the field head. In this case, because there are no allocated objects of type Node, LSE explores just two
possibilities: either the field is null, or it is set to a new symbolic object of type Node. At statement
(2), the next field of the object referenced by cur is read for the first time, so LSE creates a new Node
object on the symbolic heap (we detail only this path; other paths include assigning a value of null,
or the previously created Node object). On this path the new object is not equal to null, so symbolic
execution continues into the abstracted code block at (3).
At the beginning of the common code block under LSE (3a), a four-way branch is created when
cur.next.next is read since the fields of cur.next have not yet been initialized and there are two existing
objects of type Node. Execution of statements in the common block are depicted in the shaded area
where the value of cur.next.next is compared with null and cur is updated to cur.next. As shown in
Figure 1, as LSE initializes new Node objects in the while loop, the tree will grow in depth (with new
nodes for each loop iteration) and breadth (since iterations may initialize new objects on which LSE will
branch). In practice, this expansion will be bounded by fixing the number of loop iterations considered
or the maximum depth of the the tree in which case LSE under-approximates the method’s behavior. On
symbolic execution paths where the loop condition evaluates to false, LSE will continue by updating
cur.val and cur.next at statements (4) and (5).
Abstract Summaries are incorporated into LSE when a common code block is reached as shown in
branch (3b). At this point, LSE is suspended and a pre-computed summary of the effects of the block
is used to update the symbolic state. Summaries are computed by approximating the set of memory
locations that may be read and written by the code block. The shaded area on branch (3b) shows that
cur may be written and read, and the field next of objects of type Node may be read during execution
of the block. The read and write sets and the current symbolic state are used to generate and instantiate
two uninterpreted functions. IPB(α) encodes the path condition through the block. f (α) represents the
unknown value calculated in the block that is assigned to cur, where α parameterizes f with the values
of the read set locations on entry to the block.
The symbolic state is updated by applying the functions to appropriate locations. Since cur may
be written by the block, two successor states are created: one where cur is not updated (the leftmost
branch), and one where cur is updated to its new, but unknown value, f (α) (the rightmost branch). Note
that since f (α) is a reference value, the symbolic state is extended to hold a new object of type Node
whose fields have unknown values.
Considering just the rightmost branch, LSE resumes at (4b.2). Our approach treats object references
computed within the block differently; for example, f (α) encodes an address and we use function com-
position to encode chains of dereferences i.e., next( f (α)). At statement (4) cur.next.val is read. Since
cur is bound to a reference value from the abstracted block, whose address is f (α), the reference to
its next field causes lazy initialization branching. The branch we illustrate creates a new Node object,
whose address is next( f (α)), and sets the cur object’s next field to that address (4b.2). Dereference of
the non-reference field val of next( f (α)) produces a fresh symbolic value, symv, which is then assigned
to cur’s val field, i.e., f (α).val. Finally, in statement (5) the field cur.next is accessed again, this time to
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set its value to null (5b.2).
2.2 Assessment
Using overapproximating abstract symbolic summaries, to represent common code blocks has advan-
tages and disadvantages. There are program structures, such as loops and recursion, that are problematic
for symbolic execution. LSE cannot process the common block in our example because there is no infor-
mation about the length of theNode chain. Using abstract summaries avoids this problem, since the block
is never executed in detail. Abstract summaries are a safe approximation because all of the behaviors
present under LSE are also captured in the summary; branch (b.1) of our approach over-approximates
branch (a.1) under LSE, and branch (b.2) of our approach accounts for the all of the remaining branches
explored under LSE. Our approach may defer initialization of heap objects as shown on branches (b.1)
and (b.2), however, it may also introduce infeasible paths into the analysis. While this is problematic
for some applications of symbolic execution, such as test generation, for precise differencing our focus
is on identifying only the behaviors on which two versions differ. For most program blocks, we can be
assured of deterministic behavior, i.e., the block will perform the same computation when executed from
the same state, thus even if abstract summaries introduce infeasible behaviors, many of those behaviors
will be equivalent in both versions of the program.
3 Background on Symbolic Execution
Symbolic execution involves the non-standard interpretation of a program using symbolic values to repre-
sent input data values, and expressions over symbolic values to represent the values of program variables.
The state of a symbolic execution is defined as a triple, (pp, pc,v). pp, the current program point, records
the next statement to be executed. pc, the path condition, is the conjunction of branch conditions en-
coded as constraints along the current execution path. v, the symbolic value store, is a map from memory
locations to symbolic expressions representing their current values; v[ j] is the symbolic value at location
j. A store update v〈l,s〉 defines a new store v′ with the value s at location l.
Computation statements, x = y op z, when executed symbolically in state (pp, pc,v) produce a new
state (pp+1, pc,v〈x,op(v[y],v[z])〉) that reflects the update of the value store with a new symbolic value
for x that applies op to its operand values. Branching statements, if x op y goto l, when executed
symbolically in state (pp, pc,v) branch the symbolic execution to two new states (l, pc∧ v[x] op v[y],v)
and (pp+ 1, pc∧¬(v[x] op v[y]),v) corresponding to the “true” and “false” evaluation of the branch
condition, respectively.
3.1 Generalized Symbolic Execution
In addition to the symbolic state stored for program variables, e.g., method locals, with generalized
symbolic execution a portion of the symbolic state encodes a set of partially-defined heap objects. Lazy
initialization is a technique for defining the values of only those object fields that have been referenced
during symbolic execution along a path. It operates on statements with dereference expressions, e.g.,
x = r. f , and can update the state in five different ways as shown in Figure 2; where type() denotes the
type of the location and Ref the set of reference types.
If the referenced field’s location is in the symbolic store, i.e., r. f ∈ dom(v), the successor state is
given by (1), where the symbolic value store for x is updated with the value at location r. f . If the field’s
location is not in the symbolic store and the field is a non-reference type i.e., primitive or scalar type, the
successor state is given by (2), where new generates a new symbolic variable which is used to update r. f
in the symbolic value store (v〈r. f ,new〉), and the value at r. f is subsequently used to update the symbolic
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(pp+1, pc,v〈x,v[r. f ]〉) if r. f ∈ dom(v) (1)
(pp+1, pc,v〈r. f ,new〉〈x,v[r. f ]〉) if r. f 6∈ dom(v)∧ type( f ) 6∈ Ref (2)
(pp+1, pc,v〈r. f ,null〉〈x,v[r. f ]〉) if r. f 6∈ dom(v)∧ type( f ) ∈ Ref (3)
(pp+1, pc,v〈new,⊥〉〈r. f ,new〉〈x,v[r. f ]〉) if r. f 6∈ dom(v)∧ type( f ) ∈ Ref (4)
(pp+1, pc,v〈r. f ,o〉〈x,v[r. f ]〉) if r. f 6∈ dom(v)∧ type( f ) ∈ Ref∧
o ∈ dom(v)∧ type(v[o]) = type( f ) (5)
Figure 2: Lazy initialization symbolic state updates for x= r. f from (pp, pc,v)
value store for x (〈x,v[r. f ]〉). If the field is of reference type and it is not in the symbolic store, there
are multiple possible successor states and the symbolic execution should explore each state. The field
may have a null value yielding the successor state given by (3), or the field may store a reference to a
new, uninitialized (⊥) object yielding the successor state given by (4), where the new object is added to
the symbolic store, r. f is updated to reference the new object, and x is updated with the value at r. f , and
finally, the field may store a reference to a type-compatible object in the current state yielding a successor
state given by (5) for each such object.
3.2 Symbolic Summaries
Recent work has proposed compositional symbolic execution to improve the scalability of inter-procedural
symbolic execution [7, 1]. This approach works by symbolically executing a method and accumulating
information for each path into a summary.
Definition 3.1 (Symbolic Summary [11]). A symbolic summary, for a method m, is a set of pairs msum =
{(i1,e1),(i2,e2), . . . ,(ik,ek)} where ∀1≤ j ≤ k∀1≤ j′ ≤ k∧ j 6= j′ : i j ∧ i j′ is unsatisfiable.
Each constraint i j, called an input constraint, encodes a path condition. An effect constraint, e j =∧
l ∈Write(m, i j) : l = v[l], encodes the symbolic state on exit from the method where the effect con-
straint is a conjunction of equality constraints for locations that are written by the method. Write(m,φ)
denotes the locations written to by a method,m, when called on arguments that satisfy φ , andWrite(m)=
Write(m, true).
Method call, m(v), is executed symbolically in state (pp, pc,v) with summary msum as follows. For
each pair (i,e) ∈ msum, let pc′ = pc∧ i∧ (∧ j ∈ |v| : a[ j] == f [ j]) which conjoins the current path con-
dition with the input partition and with a set of equality constraints that equate symbolic variables for
the formal parameters with the symbolic expressions for the actuals. If pc′ is satisfiable, the execution
continues with on a branch with successor state (pp+1, pc′,v〈e〉).
4 Generalized Abstract Symbolic Summaries
In [11] we introduced the concept of an abstract summary, mabs, to safely approximate common pro-
gram behaviors without performing a precise symbolic execution. Our previous work supports symbolic
execution of non-reference types and summarization of program methods. In this section, we detail ab-
stract summaries for generalized symbolic execution of heap-manipulating programs and to summarize
arbitrary program blocks. We begin by recalling the definition of abstract summary:
Definition 4.1 (Abstract Summary [11]). An abstract summary for a method m(~f ) with formal param-
eters ~f is a pair, mabs = (i(~f ),
∧
l ∈Write(m) : l == el(~f )) where i : ~f → {true, f alse}, and el : ~f →
type(l) are uninterpreted functions defined over vectors of formal parameter values.
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An abstract summary is built up from a set of uninterpreted functions: i abstracts the path condition
within the method and, for each written location, a function el which abstracts the value that the method
may write to location l. Symbolically executing a call to method m(~a) in state (pp, pc,v) with mabs in-
volves instantiating the uninterpreted functions with the current symbolic state and effecting the updates
to potentially written locations. The resulting state is (pp+ 1, pc∧ i(~a),v〈∧ l ∈Write(m) : l = el(~a)〉)
where binding of formals to actuals is achieved by parameterizing the uninterpreted functions, and the
state is updated to be consistent with the summary’s effects.
We note that using a may analysis to calculate Write(m) leaves open the possibility that an l ∈
Write(m) may not actually be written by a call to m. Modeling all combinations of possible writes
would result in 2|Write(m)| possible successor states after instantiation of mabs. Our approach mitigates
this for non-reference types by using el which represents any possible value of the type of l.
There are three basic elements of this approach: (1) calculating the written (read) locations; (2) defin-
ing the set of uninterpreted functions; and (3) instantiating constraints involving those functions at the
point of a method call during symbolic execution. Definition 4.1 captures how (1) and (2) are performed
when summarizing methods that read and write non-reference types. As we explain in the remainder of
this section, for heap manipulating programs element (1) must be generalized significantly, elements (2)
and (3) must be performed together since the definition of uninterpreted functions is dependent on the
symbolic state at the beginning of the summarized code block, and element (3) must be carried forward
during symbolic execution to safely approximate lazy initialization of fields that may be written by an
abstracted block.
4.1 Equality Preserving Heap Abstraction
Current approaches to symbolic execution of heap manipulating programs [4, 8, 12], use an explicit heap
store where object references maintain their usual semantics. Our approach extends the explicit store
to allow object references to be encoded as functions that encode dereference chains or access-paths
through the heap; this is refered to as a storeless model of the heap [5].
When overapproximating abstract summaries are used, a symbolic execution may traverse a prefix
of an access path, α , then enter an abstracted block where that access path is extended, with β , and then
after exiting the block, further dereferencing along the access path may be performed, resulting in an
overall access path of αβγ . The explicit store used by LSE cannot faithfully represent an access path
where the details of β are not known; it is insufficient to consider only the objects referenced along α
since different objects may be referenced within the block.
We make the following observations: (a) in a given program state, an access path, e.g., α , evaluates to
a single object, e.g., following α leads to o; and (b) an access path can be represented as the composition
of field specific dereference functions applied to an initial object reference. For example, if β = next.next
where next is a field of class Node, then the function Nodenext(Nodenext(o)) would encode the object at
the end of chain αβ .
When an abstracted block, b, executes in a given symbolic state, v, and traverses an access path to
write to a field, f , of some object type, t, that object field can be uniquely defined by a function t f (o)
where o ∈ v is the root of the access path. This function stands for an unknown access path within the
block. It is sufficient to have t f be uninterpreted to judge equivalence between object references that are
an extension of its access path, e.g., t f (o)γ .
4.2 Computing Write (Read) Information
To produce a safely approximating abstract summary of a code block we over-estimate the set of written
and read locations in the block. We use a combination of flow-insensitive field-sensitive type-based alias
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analyses [6] and side-effects analyses [10]. Every side-effects analysis defines a naming scheme for heap
locations. Ours calculates a set of pairs, (type, f ield), where a pair indicates a write (read) of f ield
of an object of type. Our analysis is initiated, on demand, to target just the common blocks that are
encountered during symbolic execution.
The code block, b, is scanned to detect local reads and writes (e.g., in JVM bytecodes these include
instructions such as iload and istore) and heap reads and writes (e.g., getfield and putfield
bytecodes). The set of locations (e.g., local offsets) subject to local writes (reads) are recorded as
Writel(b) (Readl(b)). The set of (type, f ield) pairs naming the heap locations that are written (read)
in b are recorded asWriteh(b) (Readh(b)).
When a method invocation for m() is encountered during the scan of b, the pre-computedWriteh(m)
and Readh(m) are unioned with the corresponding sets for the caller. If the pre-computed sets for m()
are not available, we scan m()’s body (and recursively any method it calls) to compute Writeh(m) and
Readh(m), which are cached, and unioned with the caller’s sets.
4.3 Realizing Generalized Abstract Summaries
Realizing an abstract summary involves: (1) defining and instantiating the uninterpreted functions, (2)
updating the current path condition and symbolic state, and (3) setting the program counter to point to
the first instruction following the abstracted code block. When the symbolic program state on entry to a
block includes heap locations, Definition 4.1 is inadequate because the abstracted block may read heap
locations by dereferencing through parameters. All read locations must be included in the signature
of the uninterpreted functions used in the abstract summary–leaving a location out risks judging two
instances of a block as having equivalent effects when their behavior may be distinguished by the value
at the missing location. This observation forces us to delay the generation of uninterpreted functions
until the symbolic state on entry to the block has been computed.
We define sets of written and read locations within a symbolic state as follows:
Definition 4.2 (State-specific Locations). Given a symbolic state, v, and a code block, b, let
ReadIn(b,v) = Readl(b)∪{r. f |r. f ∈ dom(v)∧ (type(r), f ) ∈ Readh(b)}
WriteIn(b,v) = {l|l ∈Writel(b)∧ type(l) 6∈ Ref}∪
{r. f |r. f ∈ dom(v)∧ (type(r), f ) ∈Writeh(b)∧ type( f ) 6∈ Ref}
WriteInh(b,v) = {r. f |r. f ∈ dom(v)∧ (type(r), f ) ∈Writeh(b)∧ type( f ) ∈ Ref}
WriteInl(b,v) = {l|l ∈Writel(b)∧ type(l) ∈ Ref}
be the set of locations read in b, locations written in b of non-reference type, heap locations and locals
written in b of reference type, respectively.
The need to make summaries state-specific forces us to extend the notion of an abstract summary
from Definition 4.1. In particular, all definitions of uninterpreted functions and constraints on updated
locations are deferred to the point where the abstract block is entered, and to subsequent uninitialized
field references. Consequently, we modify the definition to simply capture the state-specific location sets
that permit that deferred processing.
Definition 4.3 (Generalized Abstract Summary). An abstract summary for the execution of code block, b,
in symbolic state v is the quadruple bgabs = (ReadIn(b,v),WriteIn(b,v),WriteInh(b,v),WriteInl(b,v)).
Let b be a code block with a single-entry, ppentry, and single-exit, ppexit , point. Instantiation of the
generalized abstract summary, bgabs, in state (ppentry, pc,v) results in successor states of the form:
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(pp+1, pc,v〈r. f ,er. f (top(w).2)〉〈x,v[r. f ]〉,w) if r. f 6∈ dom(v)∧ type( f ) 6∈ Ref
∧(type(r), f ) ∈
⋃
w (6)
(pp+1, pc,v〈er. f (top(w).2),⊥〉〈r. f ,er. f (top(w).2)〉〈x,v[r. f ]〉,w) if r. f 6∈ dom(v)∧ type( f ) ∈ Ref
∧(type(r), f ) ∈
⋃
p ∈ w : p.1(7)
Figure 3: Lazy initialization updates for x= r. f from (pp, pc,v,w)
(ppexit , pc∧ i(ReadIn(b,v)),v 〈∧ l ∈WriteIn(b,v) : l = el(ReadIn(b,v))〉
〈∧ l ∈ LRef : l = el(ReadIn(b,v))〉−WriteInh(b,v))
where LRef ⊆WriteInl(b,v), and i and el are uninterpreted functions with domains corresponding to the
types of locations in ReadIn(b,v) and with boolean and type(l) codomains, respectively. Writes within
the block are treated in three different ways: (1) non-reference locations, WriteIn(b,v), are bound to
an uninterpreted function that represents the unknown value that may have been written to it by the
block, (2) each successor state selects a subset of the locals of reference type and updates them with
an uninterpreted function defining the reference, and (3) heap reference locations, WriteInh(b,v), are
eliminated from the symbolic state which makes them uninitialized so that LSE will re-initialize them as
explained below. The second case is illustrated by the creation of branches (b.1) and (b.2) in Figure 1.
Initializing Abstracted Objects As LSE proceeds after an abstracted block it may create new loca-
tions. If such a location was written in b the summary instantiation shown above will not reflect that
update, since that location did not exist in the state on entry to the block. Our solution is to carry
Writeh(b) and ReadIn(b,v) forward during symbolic execution and use them to add two additional cases
for lazy initialization.
Specifically, the symbolic state is extended to be a quadruple: (pp, pc,v,w). w is a stack of pairs
(Writeh(b),ReadIn(b,v)) where b is a block in the current execution path and pairs are ordered from
most to least recently executed on the path. When bgabs is instantiated in state (ppentry, pc,v,w) the
resulting state is
(ppexit , pc∧ i(ReadIn(b,v)), v〈∧ l ∈WriteIn(b,v) : l = el(ReadIn(b,v))〉−WriteInh(b,v)),
(Writeh(b),ReadIn(b,v)) : w)
where x : y denotes that x is pushed on to stack y. Correspondingly, when symbolic execution backtracks
across an abstracted block the fourth state component is popped.
We extend lazy initialization to account for uninitialized reference fields that may have been written
by the abstracted code block with the adapted update rules in Figure 3: (6) is an adaptation of rule (2)
from Figure 2 and (7) is an adaptation of rule (4). We denote the first and second components of pairs
with .1 and .2, respectively. These add additional branching to the symbolic execution to set uninitialized
reference fields that could have been written in an abstracted block to uninterpreted functions that encode
the unknown object reference; rule (7) also creates new objects with an access-path address. Step (4b.2)
in Figure 1 illustrates the application of rule (7) to create a new node with an access-path name whose
fields are subsequently written at (4b.2) and (5b.2).
5 Conclusions and Future Work
It has long been understood that the cost of re-validating a system after a change is disproportionate to
the size of the change. Lightweight techniques, such as diff, provide only the most superficial syntactic
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characterization of program differences. Semantics-based verification and certification techniques re-
quire much more precise methods that can accurately describe the portion of a system’s input space for
which it is known to retain its previous functionality. A logical characterization of that input sub-space
can then be leveraged to prune the reasoning required by formal methods tools used to re-verify the
changed system.
Symbolic execution coupled with abstract summaries on common program blocks are a powerful
foundation for building these kind of differencing analyses. In this paper we have extended the sum-
maries used by our DSE approach to accommodate more general definitions of common program blocks
and to safely treat heap-manipulating blocks. We have implemented a prototype version of our technique
for computing and realizing generalized abstract symbolic summaries in the Java PathFinder (JPF) sym-
bolic execution framework [12]. At present, our prototype has been applied to small examples like the
one in Figure 1. We are planning to conduct a more comprehensive evaluation of our approach and plan
to present those results at the workshop. In the longer term, a focus of our future work is to couple DSE
with testing, model checking, and deductive methods to realize incremental V&V techniques that can be
applied cost-effectively across a system’s lifetime.
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